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HANDLE SYSTEM FOR SUTURE DRIVING DEVICE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to handle control devices usable with medical devices, and

more particularly, to handle control devices usable with suture driving medical devices.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There exists numerous suture delivery devices for passing a suture into tissue by

an arthroscopic surgeon. Some of the devices include a needle configured to pass a suture

through a tissue, whereby the needle is inserted into the tissue and retracted. Other

devices are configured to insert a needle into tissue and to pull the needle through the

tissue to pass a suture through the tissue. Some of these designs require that a needle be

positioned in the suture delivery device before each use. In addition, some of the devices

do not include systems for retaining the needle in the suture delivery devices. A s a result,

needles often fall out of the suture delivery devices when the devices are handed from an

assistant to a surgeon, when a surgeon is positioning a device for use, and in other

situations. Each time a needle falls from a suture delivery device, the needle must be

sterilized or replaced, thereby resulting in unnecessary time delay and expense. Thus, a

need exists for a suture delivery device having a system for preventing suture delivery

needles from falling out of the suture delivery device before the needle is driven through

tissue.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention is directed to a handle system usable for controlling medical

devices. In at least one embodiment, the handle system may be directed to an

embodiment configured to be used with a medical device formed of a suture delivery

device. The handle system may enable a suture delivery system of the suture delivery

device to be retained in a partially actuated position to prevent a needle from falling out

of the suture delivery device. The needle and components of the handle system may be

held in position through use of a position retention arm. By preventing the needle from

falling out of the suture delivery device, the efficiency and safety of a medical device to

which the handle system is attached is greatly increased. In addition, surgical personnel

using a medical device incorporating the handle system is able to use the medical device

in any position without risk of the needle falling out of the device.

In one embodiment, the handle system may be formed from a handle body

configured to be received in a human hand. The handle system may also include a jaw

operating arm pivotably coupled to the handle body at a first end and biased away from

the handle body. A needle drive shaft controlling arm may be pivotably coupled to me

handle body and biased away from the handle body. The needle drive shaft controlling

arm may be pivotably coupled to the handle body at an end of the handle body that is

generally opposite to an end of the handle body to which the jaw operating arm is

attached. In at least one embodiment, the biasing of the jaw operating arm may be

weaker than, or less than, the biasing of the needle drive shaft controlling arm. The

needle drive shaft controlling arm may also include a needle drive shaft attachment

device. The needle drive shaft attachment device may, in at least one embodiment, be
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formed from at least one pin extending from the needle drive shaft controlling arm and

configured to be received within a slot on a head of the needle drive shaft, or vice versa.

A position retention arm may be pivotably coupled to the needle drive shaft

controlling arm and slideably coupled to the handle body. The position retention arm

may be positioned to retain the handle system in a partially actuated position to prevent

the needle from falling from a suture delivery device. The position retention arm may be

coupled to the handle body between a location where the needle drive shaft controlling

arm is pivotably coupled to the handle body and a location wherein the jaw operating arm

is attached to the handle body. In one embodiment, the position retention arm may

include at least one slot receiving a pin extending from the handle body. The slot may

include a first section that facilitates movement of a needle drive shaft generally along a

longitudinal axis of the needle drive shaft and a second section of the slot that facilitates

movement of the needle drive shaft generally along the longitudinal axis. The first and

second sections of the slot may be separated by a retention device that prevents the pin

from inadvertently passing from the second section to the first section. The retention

device may include a section of the slot having a longitudinal axis that is less than 90

degrees relative to an axis extending between a pivot point on the needle drive shaft

controlling arm and a pin on the handle body. In one embodiment, the longitudinal axis

of the retention device may positioned greater than or equal to 85 degrees and less than 90

degrees, and may be positioned at 87 degrees. Such a configuration prevents the needle

drive shaft from being moved to a starting position that would enable a needle to fall out.

The handle system may also include a movement transfer device for transferring

movement from the jaw operating arm to a jaw actuating shaft to operate a tissue grasping

device. The movement transfer device may be formed from a transfer arm pivotably
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mounted to the handle body and configured to engage a slidable jaw actuating shaft and

to engage the jaw operating arm. The transfer arm may include a slot in the transfer arm

adapted to receive a pin extending from the slidable jaw actuating shaft. The transfer arm

may include one or more teeth, such as two teeth, extending from the transfer arm to

engage the jaw operating arm. The jaw operating arm may include at least one tooth

extending from the jaw operating arm to engage at least one tooth extending from the

transfer arm.

During use, the handle system together with a suture delivery device may be used

to insert a needle and a suture into a material, such as tissue. A needle may be inserted

into a needle insertion slot in a suture delivery device. The needle drive shaft may be

advanced toward the tissue grasping device to advance the needle into a needle delivery

channel. The needle drive shaft may be advanced by advancing the needle drive shaft

controlling arm until the retention device on the position retention arm is secured. By

inserting the needle into the needle delivery channel, the needle is prevented from falling

out of the suture delivery device. In addition, the needle drive shaft may be held in this

position using the retention device, which prevents the needle drive shaft from returning

to the starting position. In this retained position, the suture delivery device may be turned

in numerous manners without risk that the needle will fall out of the needle insertion slot.

These and other embodiments are described in more detail below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and form a part of the

specification, illustrate embodiments of the presently disclosed invention and, together

with the description, disclose the principles of the invention.
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Figure 1 is a perspective view of a suture delivery device having aspects according

to the invention.

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional side view of the suture delivery device shown in

Figure 1 taken at section line 2-2.

Figure 3 is a partial cross-sectional view of the suture delivery device shown

Figure 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

This invention, as shown in Figures 1-3, is directed to a handle system 10 usable

for controlling medical devices 12. In at least one embodiment, the handle system 10

may be directed to an embodiment configured to be used with a medical device 12

formed of a suture delivery device 14. The handle system 10 may enable a suture

delivery system 16 of the suture delivery device 14 to remain in a partially actuated

position through use of a position retention device 18, such as a position retention arm.

By enabling the suture delivery system 16 to be held in a partially actuated position, a

suture 20 and needle 22 coupled to the suture 20 are prevented from being dislodged from

suture delivery system 16. Such handle system 10 thereby increases the efficiency and

safety of a medical device 12 to which the handle system 10 is attached.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the handle system 10 may be formed from a handle

body 24 configured to be received in a human hand. The handle body 24 may have any

configuration necessary to fit comfortably within the grasp of a human hand. The handle

system 10 may include a jaw operating device 26, such as a jaw operating arm. The jaw

operating arm 26 may be pivotably coupled to the handle body 24 at a first end 28. The

jaw operating arm 26 may be biased away from the handle body 24. In at least one
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embodiment, the jaw operating arm 26 may be biased with a spring 30 extending between

the jaw operating arm 26 and the handle body 24. The jaw operating arm 26 may be

configured to be engaged by fingers of a human hand to actuate the jaw operating arm 26.

The handle system 10 may also include a needle acutation device 32, such as a

needle drive shaft controlling arm, pivotably coupled to the handle body 24. The needle

drive shaft controlling arm 32 may be configured to fit into the palm of a human hand.

The needle drive shaft controlling arm 32 may also be biased away from the handle body.

In at least one embodiment, as shown in Figure 2, the needle drive shaft controlling arm

32 may be biased with a spring 34 positioned between the needle drive shaft controlling

arm 32 and the handle body 24. As shown in Figure 2, the needle drive shaft controlling

arm 32 may extend from an end 36 of the handle body 24 that is generally opposite to the

first end 28 to which the jaw operating arm 26 is attached.

A needle drive shaft attachment device 38 may be attached to an end of the needle

drive shaft controlling arm 32, as shown in Figure 2. The needle drive shaft attachment

device 38 may be configured to be attached to a needle drive shaft 40. In at least one

embodiment, the needle drive shaft attachment device 38 may include one or more pins

42 extending from the needle drive shaft controlling arm 32 and configured to be received

within a slot 44 on a head 46 of the needle drive shaft 40. The slot 44 enables the pin 42

to move and remain within the slot 44 as the needle drive shaft 40 is moved generally

along a longitudinal axis 54 of the needle drive shaft 40. The needle drive shaft

attachment device 38 is not limited to this configuration. Rather, the needle drive shaft

attachment device 38 may have other appropriate configurations.

The needle drive shaft controlling arm 32 may also include a position retention

arm 18 pivotably coupled to the needle drive shaft controlling arm 32 and slideably
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coupled to the handle body 24. The position retention arm 18 may be configured to

control movement of the needle drive shaft controlling arm 32 relative to the handle body

24. In at least one embodiment, the position retention arm 18 may include a retention

device 58 for preventing the needle drive shaft 40 from moving from a partially actuated

position. The position retention arm 18 may include one or more slots 48 receiving a phi

50 extending from the handle body 24. The slot 48 may include a first section 52 that

facilitates movement of a needle drive shaft 40 generally along the longitudinal axis 54 of

the needle drive shaft 40 and a second section 56 of the slot 48 that facilitates movement

of the needle drive shaft 40 generally along the longitudinal axis 54.

The first and second sections 52, 56 of the slot 48 may be separated by a retention

device 58 that prevents the pin 50 from inadvertently passing from the second section 56

to the first section 52. The retention device 58, as shown in Figure 3, may include a

retention section 76 of the slot 48 having a longitudinal axis 78 that is at an angle 80 of

between greater than or equal to 85 degrees and less than about 90 degrees. Angle 80 is

the angle of the longitudinal axis 78 relative to an axis 79, which extends between pivot

point 8 1 and the pin 50. The retention device 58 may also include a spring arm 83 to snap

the pin 50 into a mid position when the position retention arm 18 is moved such that the

pin 50 is moved from the first section 52 of the slot 48 to the second section 56 of the slot

48. The spring arm 83 may extend generally parallel to the first section 52 of the slot 48

and generally parallel to the longitudinal axis 78 of the retention section 76. The spring

arm 83 may form a portion of the first section 52 of the slot 48. Before the handle system

10 is used, the retention device 58 keeps the first section 52 in a mid position, as shown in

Figure 3, which prevents a needle 22 from falling out of the medical device 12.
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The handle system 10 may also include a movement transfer device 60 for

attaching the jaw operating arm 26 to a slidable jaw actuating shaft 62. The movement

transfer device 60 may be formed from a transfer arm 64 pivotably mounted to the handle

body 24 and configured to engage the slidable jaw actuating shaft 62 and to engage the

jaw operating arm 26. The transfer arm 64 may include a slot 66 adapted to receive a pin

68 extending from the slidable jaw actuating shaft 62. The transfer arm 64 may also

include a power transfer mechanism 70 for transferring movement from the jaw operating

arm 26 to the transfer arm 64. The transfer arm 64 enables movement in a first direction

to be transferred to the jaw actuating shaft 62 in an opposite direction. The power

transfer mechanism 70 may, in at least one embodiment, be formed from one or more

teeth 72, such as two teeth, extending from the transfer arm 64 to engage the jaw

operating arm 26. The teeth 72 may engage one or more teeth 74 extending from the jaw

operating arm 26. The transfer arm 64 may be configured such that such that as the jaw

operating arm 26 is moved towards the handle body 24, the jaw actuating shaft 62 is

advanced generally along the longitudinal axis 54 of the needle drive shaft 40 and away

from the handle body 24.

In at least one embodiment, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, the handle system 10

may be coupled to a suture delivery device 14. The suture delivery device 14 may

include a shaft housing 84 extending from the handle body 24. The suture delivery

device 14 may also include a tissue grasping device 86 coupled to the shaft housing 84 at

an end 88 generally opposite to the handle body 24 and formed from a lower jaw 90 and

an upper jaw 92 pivotably coupled to the shaft housing 84 proximate to the lower jaw 90.

A jaw actuating shaft 62 may extend from the handle body 24 through the shaft housing

84 and be coupled to the tissue grasping device 86. A needle drive shaft 40 may also be
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positioned in the shaft housing 84. The suture delivery device 14 may also include a

needle insertion slot 94 in the shaft housing 84 that is coupled to a needle delivery

channel 96. The needle delivery channel 96 may include a slot 98 configured to allow a

suture 20 to extend from a needle 22 positioned in the channel 96.

During use, the handle system 10 together with the suture delivery device 14 may

be used to insert a needle 22 and a suture 20 into a material, such as tissue. A needle 22

may be inserted into the needle insertion slot 94. The needle drive shaft 40 may be

advanced toward the tissue grasping device 86 to advance the needle 22 into the needle

delivery channel 96. The needle drive shaft 40 may be advanced by advancing the needle

drive shaft controlling arm 32 until the retention device 58 on the position retention arm

18 is secured. By inserting the needle 22 into the needle delivery channel 96, the needle

22 is prevented from falling out of the suture delivery device 14. In addition, the needle

drive shaft 40 may be held in this position using the retention device 58, which prevents

the needle drive shaft 40 from returning to the starting position. In this retained position,

the suture delivery device 14 may be turned in numerous manners without the possibility

that the needle 22 will fall out of the needle insertion slot 94.

Once the needle 22 is properly positioned in the needle drive shaft 40, the tissue

grasping device 86 may be used to grasp tissue, such as animal or human tissue or other

material, to insert the needle 22 and suture though the tissue. As shown in Figures 1 and

2, the tissue grasping device 86 may be formed from a lower jaw 90 and an upper jaw 92.

The tissue grasping device 86 may be actuated by grasping the handle system 10 by

placing the needle drive shaft controlling arm 32, the handle body 24 and the jaw

operating arm 26 in a human hand. The device 14 may be actuated by squeezing the

handle system 10. In at least one embodiment, the spring 30 attached to the jaw operating
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arm 26 may be weaker than the spring 34 attached to the needle drive shaft controlling

arm 32. Thus, once the handle system 10 is squeezed, the jaw operating arm 26 moves

first until the tissue grasping device 86 grasps tissue. The jaw operating arm 26 may

move the actuating shaft 62 by transferring movement through the transfer arm 64. As

the jaw operating arm 26 is moved towards the handle body 24, the transfer arm 64

rotates clockwise. The clockwise movement of the transfer arm 64 pulls the jaw

actuating shaft 62 away from the tissue grasping device 86. The linkages in the tissue

grasping device 86 transfer the movement to cause an upper jaw 92 to be moved toward

the lower jaw 90 to close the tissue grasping device 86.

The needle drive shaft controlling arm 32 may then be advanced toward the handle

body 24. Advancing the drive shaft controlling arm 32 causes the needle drive shaft 40 to

be advanced in the shaft housing 84 and causes the needle 22 to be pushed through the

needle delivery channel 96. In at least one embodiment, needle delivery channel 96 may

be curved and cause the needle 22 to be bent while being moved through the needle

delivery channel 96.

Releasing pressure on the needle drive shaft control arm 32 enables the needle

drive shaft control arm 32 to move into a mid position, as shown in Figure 3. In

particular, releasing pressure on the needle drive shaft control arm 32 causes the pin 50 to

move through the first section 52 and snap into the retention device 58 in contact with the

spring arm 83. The retention device 58 may be released by applying a force to the handle

85 to move the pin 50 through the retention device 58 and into the second section 56 of

the slot 48.

The foregoing is provided for purposes of illustrating, explaining, and describing

embodiments of this invention. Modifications and adaptations to these embodiments will
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be apparent to those skilled in the art and may be made without departing from the scope

or spirit of this invention.
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CLAIMS

I claim:

1. A handle for a suture delivery device, comprising:

a handle body configured to be received in a human hand;

a jaw operating armpivotably coupled to the handle body at a first end and biased

away from the handle body;

a needle drive shaft controlling arm pivotably coupled to the handle body and

biased away from the handle body;

a position retention arm pivotably coupled to the needle drive shaft controlling

arm and slideably coupled to the handle body;

wherein the position retention arm includes at least one slot receiving a pin

extending from the handle body; and

wherein the at least one slot includes a first section that facilitates movement of a

needle drive shaft generally along a longitudinal axis of the needle drive shaft and a

second section of the at least one slot that facilitates movement of the needle drive shaft

generally along the longitudinal axis, wherein the first and second sections of the at least

one slot are separated by a retention device that prevents the pin from inadvertently

passing from the second section to the first section.

2. The handle of claim 1, further comprising a movement transfer device

formed from a transfer arm pivotably mounted to the handle body and configured to

engage a slidable jaw actuating shaft and to engage the jaw operating arm.
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3. The handle of claim 2, further comprising a slot in the transfer arm adapted

to receive a pin extending from the slidable jaw actuating shaft.

4. The handle of claim 2, further comprising at least one tooth extending from

the transfer arm to engage the jaw operating arm.

5. The handle of claim 4, further comprising at least one tooth extending from

the jaw operating arm to engage the at least one tooth extending from the transfer arm.

6. The handle of claim 1, wherein the bias on the jaw operating arm is less

than the bias on the needle drive shaft controlling arm enabling the jaw operating arm to

move first when the jaw operating arm and the needle drive shaft controlling arm are

positioned in a hand and squeezed.

7. The handle of claim 1, wherein the j aw operating arm is spring biased away

from the handle body.

8. The handle of claim 1, wherein the needle drive shaft controlling arm is

spring biased away from the handle body.

9. The handle of claim 1, wherein the needle drive shaft controlling arm is

pivotably coupled to an end of the handle body that is generally opposite to an end of the

handle body to which the jaw operating arm is attached.
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10. The handle of claim 9, wherein the position retention arm is positioned on

the handle body between a location where the needle drive shaft controlling arm is

pivotably coupled to the handle body and a location wherein the jaw operating arm is

attached to the handle body.

11. The handle of claim 1, wherein the needle drive shaft controlling arm

further comprises a needle drive shaft attachment device.

12. The handle of claim 11, wherein the needle drive shaft attachment device

comprises at least one pin extending from the needle drive shaft controlling arm and

configured to be received within a slot on a head of the needle drive shaft.

13. The handle of claim 1, wherein the retention device comprises a section of

the at least one slot having a longitudinal axis that is at an angle of greater than about 85

degrees and less than about 90 degrees relative to an axis extending between a pivot on

the needle drive shaft controlling arm and the pin extending from the handle body.

14. The handle of claim 1, further comprising a spring arm positioned in the at

least one slot in the position retention arm.

15. A handle for a suture delivery device, comprising:

a handle body configured to be received in a human hand;

a jaw operating arm pivotably coupled to the handle body at a first end and biased

away from the handle body;
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a movement transfer device formed from a transfer arm pivotably mounted to the

handle body and configured to engage a slidable jaw actuating shaft and to engage the

jaw operating arm such that as the jaw operating arm is moved towards the handle body,

the jaw actuating shaft is advanced along a longitudinal axis of the jaw actuating shaft

and away from the handle body;

a needle drive shaft controlling arm pivotably coupled to the handle body at a

second end of the handle body that is generally opposite to the first end, wherein the

needle drive shaft controlling arm is biased away from the handle body;

a position retention arm pivotably coupled to the needle drive shaft controlling

arm, slideably coupled to the handle body, and positioned on the handle body between a

location where the needle drive shaft controlling arm is pivotably coupled to the handle

body and a location wherein the jaw operating arm is attached to the handle body;

wherein the position retention arm includes at least one slot receiving a pin

extending from the handle body; and

wherein the at least one slot includes a first section that facilitates movement of a

needle drive shaft generally along a longitudinal axis of the needle drive shaft and a

second section of the at least one slot that facilitates movement of the needle drive shaft

generally along the longitudinal axis, wherein the first and second sections of the at least

one slot are separated by a retention device that prevents the pin from inadvertently

passing from the second section to the first section.

16. The handle of claim 15, further comprising a slot in the transfer arm

adapted to receive a pin extending from the slidable jaw actuating shaft and at least one
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tooth extending from the transfer arm to engage at least one tooth extending from the jaw

operating arm.

17. The handle of claim 15, wherein the bias on the jaw operating arm is less

than the bias on the needle drive shaft controlling arm enabling the jaw operating arm to

move first when the jaw operating arm and the needle drive shaft controlling arm are

positioned in a hand and squeezed.

18. The handle of claim 15, wherein the needle drive shaft controlling arm

further comprises a needle drive shaft attachment device comprising at least one pin

extending from the needle drive shaft controlling arm and configured to be received

within a slot on a head of the needle drive shaft.

19. The handle of claim 15, further comprising a spring arm positioned in the

at least one slot in the position retention arm.

20. A suture delivery device, comprising:

a handle body configured to be received in a human hand;

a shaft housing extending from the handle body;

a tissue grasping device coupled to the shaft housing at an end generally opposite

to the handle body and formed from a lower jaw and an upper jaw pivotably coupled to

the shaft housing proximate to the lower jaw;

a jaw actuating shaft coupled to the tissue grasping device and extending to the

handle body;
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a needle drive shaft positioned in the shaft housing;

a jaw operating arm pivotably coupled to the handle body at a first end, engaged to

the jaw actuating shaft, and biased away from the handle body;

a movement transfer device formed from a transfer arm pivotably mounted to the

handle body and configured to engage the jaw actuating shaft and to engage the jaw

operating arm such that as the jaw operating arm is moved towards the handle body, the

jaw actuating shaft is advanced along a longitudinal axis of the jaw actuating shaft and

away from the handle body;

a needle drive shaft controlling arm pivotably coupled to the handle body at a

second end of the handle body that is generally opposite to the first end, wherein the

needle drive shaft controlling arm is biased away from the handle body;

a position retention arm pivotably coupled to the needle drive shaft controlling

arm, slideably coupled to the handle body, and positioned on the handle body between a

location where the needle drive shaft controlling arm is pivotably coupled to the handle

body and a location wherein the jaw. operating arm is attached to the handle body;

wherein the position retention arm includes at least one slot receiving a pin

extending from the handle body; and

wherein the at least one slot includes a first section that facilitates movement of a

needle drive shaft generally along a longitudinal axis of the needle drive shaft and a

second section of the at least one slot that facilitates movement of the needle drive shaft

generally along the longitudinal axis, wherein the first and second sections of the at least

one slot are separated by a retention device that prevents the pin from inadvertently

passing from the second section to the first section.
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2 1. The handle of claim 20, further comprising a slot in the transfer arm

adapted to receive a pin extending from the slidable jaw actuating shaft and at least two

teeth extending from the transfer arm to engage at least one tooth extending from the jaw

operating arm.

22. The handle of claim 20, wherein the bias on the jaw operating arm is less

than the bias on the needle drive shaft controlling arm enabling the jaw operating arm to

move first when the jaw operating arm and the needle drive shaft controlling arm are

positioned in a hand and squeezed.

23 . The handle of claim 20, wherein the needle drive shaft controlling arm

further comprises a needle drive shaft attachment device comprising at least one pin

extending from the needle drive shaft controlling arm and configured to be received

within a slot on a head of the needle drive shaft.

24. A handle for a suture delivery device, comprising:

a handle body configured to be received in a human hand;

a jaw operating device coupled to the handle body at a first end and configured to

temporarily grasp a target tissue;

a needle actuation device coupled to the handle body and configured to advance a

needle into a target tissue; and

a position retention device coupled to the needle actuation device and coupled to

the handle body and configured to prevent the needle actuation device from inadvertently

being released.
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